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Canton Youth Soccer - Dribbling - Warm Up / Technical

Set up-
Cones 20 yards apart. In the middle make a row of three cones
(side by side) or a diamond shape. Have two players at each end
all with a ball. Set up numerous times to avoid lines.
The players dribble towards each other and when they reach the
central cones perform the same move and continue toward the
opposite side. Middle cones represent defender.
Skills-
Push w/ outside of foot, stab-push, scissors (be sure to practice
using both feet, moving the ball either side of the cones)
Questions-
•What happens if you do your move to early or late?
•What should you do after you push the ball past the cones?
Coaching Points-
•Change of direction & Change of speed
•Push ball past defender then cut off defender towards goal
•Accelerate while cutting off defender (get back to center)

Same Time (Mirror) (20 mins)

Set Up-
Rectangle field/grid - suitable size for all players to have enough
space.
Free dribbling-
-Inside / outside of foot
-scissors/double scissors
- stepover. double stepover
Coaching Points -
- head up
- small touches
- change of direction
- change of pace
Questionsfor Players
- Can you find space with the ball?
- When is a good time to preform the skill?
- Can you use both feet?

Free Dribble (15 mins)

Set up-
Y shape- 2 gates, 10 yards past the blue (defender) that is 10
yards ahead of the starting cone (red).
Dribbling Y - Player starts at bottom of Y and must dribble the ball
to blue cone (defender), perform move and accelerate through
either gate.
Coaching Points-
Change of pace - accelerate
Positive dribble - sharp changes of direction.
Innovative turns.
Positive attitude to goal - strike firm, locked ankle, head and chest
over ball.

YShape Dribbling (15 mins)



Set Up-
4 cones make up a square with a centre cone in the middle, 10
yards away from each cone.
 
1-2 minutes per skill (right and left)
Players simultaneously attack center cone, execute a left footed
skill on 1st cone, right footed skill on 2nd and rotate to end of
opposite line.  Use various skills (feint, rolls, scissors, roll step-
overs, L's, V's, double pull back, full spin (outside/inside), Mathew,
Elastico, Maradona)
Coaching Points: 
1. Dribbling (laces, speed, control)
2. Timing of the skill (not to early or late) 
3. Skill execution (speed, technique, details) 
4. Acceleration away (touch away)
5. Body movement (balance, positioning, disguises) 

Arsenal Dribbling (Stage 1) (15 mins)

Set Up-
Inside a half field/full area set up small 5x5 grids around the area.
Ideally 2 coloured cones and even amount of grids for each team
3 red zones and 3 yellow zones, or several coloured zones and
teams pending numbers.
Split the group into two equal teams.
Each player has a ball and dribbles around the whole area.
Players must dribble into any one of the coloured zones and
perform different footskills - inside and outside, toe taps, soccer
boxes,drags, attacking moves.
Any player that does not get into the square must continue to
dribble the ball until a square becomes free.
Players now perform attacking moves in the boxes - recap of all
previous moves.
Progression
Players go 1 v 1 (black v yellow). Black attempt to score in red
square, while yellows attempt to score in the yellow squares
(Keep rotating partnerships).
COACHING POINTS:
Close control
Use all surfaces of the foot
Keep your head up and use peripheral vision
Beat the defender with attacking moves, accelerate into open space.
Balance when keeping thee ball, agility when moving and turning quickly.
Short opposite movements to create a yard of space.

Attacking Grids (20 mins)

Set Up-
4 or 5 cones in a line, evenly spaced. More players = more lines.
NO MORE THAT 3 PLAYERS PER LINE/TEAM.
Coaches may begin with making it a simple agility, physical
literacy game where the players must make their way around the
cones.
Coaching Points:
- using the inside and outside of your foot to control the ball
- getting low as you round the cones and change direction
- dropping your shoulder as you change directions
- keeping the ball close to your feet at all times

Dribbling Relay Games



Set Up-
Two teams, each on opposite ends.One member from each team
stands opposite an opponent
Each player has a ball and be 15 yards away from middle cone.
Players dribble from their start lines to the middle cones and back
to the line (4-5 reps)
1st rep - players dribble to the middle cones and back with the
right foot
2nd rep - players dribble to the middle cones with inside of the foot
and back with the bottom of foot
3rd rep - players dribble to the middle cones and back with their
least favorable foot
4th rep - players dribble to the middle cones and back with both
feet
5th rep - players dribble to the middle cones and back any way
they want - be creative and something different.
Coaching Points
Are players able to dribble with their less prefered foot.
Are players trying to use every part of their foot to dribble.
Are players look to run at fast pace towards cone & then slow down at the cone to perform trick.
Are players dribbling with their heads up?
Can the players be creative withtheir turns, using different parts of the foot?
Questions for kids:
Why do we need to keep close control of the ball?
Why do we use both feet?
What do we do with our head when dribbling?

Individual Dribbling (10 mins)
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